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Population Heterogeneity

Social Networks 34, 82 (2012)

• Bernoulli process to generate adjacency matrix given a distance matrix between nodes

P (A = a|D) =

Y

{i,j}

t al. / Social Networks 34 (2012) 82–100

• Above some density threshold,

!(

B (Aij = aij |F (Dij , ✓))
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Fig. 3. Emergence of local connectivity on an uneven population density surface.
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of
Where the threshold population density for an approximately uniform region

Vertex Placement
88

C.T. Butts et al. / Social Networks 34 (2012) 82–100

Social Networks 34, 82 (2012)

Fig. 5. Comparison of uniform and quasi-random vertex placement, Quay County, NM MSA. Lines indicate census block boundaries, with artificial elevation shown via vertex
color. Insets provide detail of 2 km × 2 km portion of Tucumcari, NM. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of the article.)
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Friendship probability

Social Networks 34, 82 (2012)

• Probability that two people are friends as a function of distance:

F (d) =

✓1
(1 + ✓2 d)

✓3

• with (0.533, 0.032, 2.788) for “social friendships” and (0.859, 0.035, 6.437) for “faceto-face interactions”.
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Social Network properties
C.T. Butts et al. / Social Networks 34 (2012) 82–100

Social Networks 34, 82 97(2012)

Fig. 12. Marginal degree distributions by location, SIF, and placement model. Friendship model distributions are shown in blue, interaction
model distributions in black;
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solid lines indicate uniform placement, with quasi-random placement in dotted lines. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of the article.)

Empirical Networks

LiveJournal - Friendship vs Distance

PNAS 102, 11623 (2005)
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Co-occurences and Social Ties

PNAS 107, 22436 (2010)

• Geotagged Flickr Photos
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having
a social tie, but when two users have multiple spatio-temporal co-

Co-occurences and Social Ties
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Twitter follower distance

Social Networks 34, 73 (2012)

Y. Takhteyev et al. / Social Networks 34 (2012) 73–81

f physical distances between egos and alters. The graph shows the number of ties by distance, in 200 km bins (for example, New
@bgoncalves
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ed towards
the 5400 km bin). The total number of ties in each of the two simulations is the same
as in the observed data. Based on

Locality

accounts, by randomly drawing an account from among those “followed” by each of those egos. We then coded the locations of the
alters using the same procedure as we did for the egos, removing
those pairs where the alter could not be assigned to a country. In
the end, we obtained a sample of 1953 ego-alter pairs with both
the ego and the alter assigned to a country, including 1259 pairs
with “specific” locations for both parties (Table 1).
Y. Takhteyev et al. / Social Networks 34 (2012) 73–81

4.4. Aggregating nearby locations

Table 5
Top countries.
Share of
egos (%)a
USA
Brazil
UK
Japan
Canada
Australia
Indonesia
Germany
Netherlands
Mexico
a
b
c
d

48.5
10.6
7.6
5.5
3.7
2.7
2.6
2.1
1.4
1.2
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Y. Takhteyev et al. / Social Networks 34 (2012) 73–81

Since specific locations vary substantially in precision and since
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c
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d
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2
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12.1
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83.5
8.3
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3.8
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1.2
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1.3
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44.0
8.3
“New York.”
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Table 3
Top clusters.
Rank

Social Networks 34, 73 (2012)

Clustera

Share of
egos (%)b

1
“New York”
“Los Angeles, CA”
2
” (Tokyo)
3
“
4
“London”
5
“São Paulo”
6
“San Francisco”
“New Jersey”f
7
“Chicago”
8
Following foreign
9
“Washington, DC”
alters/being followed
10
“Manchester, UK”
from abroad
11
“Atlanta”
120.3 “San Diego”
134.9 “Toronto, Canada”
141.2 “Seattle”
151.4 “Houston”
16
“Dallas, Texas”
1.6
“Rio de Janeiro”
17
2.2
“Boston, MA”
18
7.0
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19
3.2
20
“Jakarta, Indonesia”
211.5 “Austin, TX”
227.0 “Sydney”
“Orlando, Forida”
23
“Phoenix, AZ”
24
“
” (Hyōgo)g
25

Share of egos
(%) for egos in
dyadsc

8.5
8.3
5.1
5.6
4.1
4.8 79
3.6
3.3
3.5
3.0
2.8
2.7
2.5
2.8
2.2
2.0
Country named
2.1
2.8
explicitly (% of
1.9
2.0
egos)
1.7
2.1
1.5
1.5
8.1
1.3
1.1
55.4
1.3
1.4
45.3
1.2
1.2
25.0
1.2
1.0
58.5
1.2
1.0
69.7
1.2
1.2
83.3
1.1
1.1
58.6
1.1
0.6
54.3
1.0
1.0
56.7
0.9
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0.9
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0.8
0.7
0.8
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Share of
alters (%)d

Localitye

10.2
10.4
5.0
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1.7
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1.1
1.5
1.2
1.0
1.4
1.1
1.1
0.9
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1.3
0.8
0.6
0.6
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54.3
53.3
62.9
48.8
78.4
41.2
20.0
32.0
34.3
30.8
46.2
26.3
42.9
58.8
40.0
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30.8
20.0
50.0
42.9
50.0
38.5
16.7
11.1
25.0

a
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to
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b
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g
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Centered
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100.)
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5.3. National borders
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Geolocated Tweets
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PLoS One 8, E61981 (2013)
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Mobility and Social Networks

Coupling Mobility and Interactions in Social Media

Figure 4. Simulation results: mobility and social networks. Mobility (upper row) and ego networks (lower row) of 20 random users (different
colors) for the instances of the TF model yielding the lowest error Err (see Figure 3). Mobility network shows mobility patterns of individual users
throughout entire simulation. Ego network shows the social connections at the end of the simulation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092196.g004
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Geo-Social Properties

PLoS One 9, E92196 (2014)
Coupling Mobility and Interactions in Social Media
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closure, produces enough clustering, but it does not reproduce the distance dependencies of Pl (d), R(d), Jf (d) and
distance:
The spatial model (magenta), based on geography, matches well the data in P (d), but yields near-zero values for R(d), J (d) and C(d). The linking
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second null model, the linking model (L model), in contrast, is
based only on random linking and triadic closure, and it is
equivalent to the TF model without the mobility. We consider the
two uncoupled null models and compare their results with those of
the TF model. In this way, we demonstrate the importance of the
coupling through a realistic mobility mechanism to reproduce the
empirical networks.
PLoS One 9, E92196 (2014)
The spatial model (S model) consists of randomly connecting
pair of users with a probability that decays as power-law of the
distance between them (suggested in [41]). The exponent of the
power-law is fixed at {0:7 following Figure 2A. The results of
the S model are shown in the panels of Figure 2. While it is set to
match Pl ðd Þ, other properties such as P(k), Rðd Þ, Jf ðd Þ, C ðd Þ or
PðDÞ are not well reproduced. The S model fails to account for the
high level of clustering and reciprocity in the empirical networks

0:39 for Germany. For simplicity, we focus on the Twitter
networks only, although similar results are obtained for the other
datasets.

Results

Prob. to Visit Friend

Simulations
for the Optimal Parameters
Model
Fitting

An example with the displacements between the consecutive
locations and the ego networks for a sample of individuals, as
generated by the TF model, are displayed in Figure 4. The
parameters of the model are set to the ones that correspond to the
minimum of the error Err. As shown, the agents tend to stay close
to their original positions. Occasional long jumps occur due to
friend visits that live far apart. In this range of parameters and
simulation times, the main mechanism for generating long distance

Prob. to make New Friend

Figure 3. Fitting the TF model. Values of the error Err when pv and pc are changed. The minimum error for each of the plots is marked with a red
rectangle.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092196.g003
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Model Results

PLoS One 9, E92196 (2014)
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Figure 5. Geo-social properties of the model networks. Various statistical prop
(red squares) and from simulation of the TF model (black line) for the US. Correspond
and S4.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0092196.g005
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Primary Language Use
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Primary Language Use
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Language Distribution
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Language Distribution
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Seasonality
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We demonstrate a versatile new technique that provides a phase coherent link between optical frequencies and the radio frequency domain. The regularly spaced comb of modes of a mode-locked
femtosecond laser is used as a precise ruler to measure a large frequency gap between two different multiples (harmonics or subharmonics) of a laser frequency. In this way, we have determined a new value
of the hydrogen 1S-2S two-photon resonance, f1S-2S ! 2 466 061 413 187.29!37" kHz, representing now
the most accurate measurement of an optical frequency.
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We demonstrate a great simplification in the long-standing problem of measuring optical frequencies
in terms of the cesium primary standard. An air-silica microstructure optical fiber broadens the frequency
comb of a femtosecond laser to span the optical octave from 1064 to 532 nm, enabling us to measure the
282 THz frequency of an iodine-stabilized Nd:YAG laser directly in terms of the microwave frequency
that controls the comb spacing. Additional measurements of established optical frequencies at 633 and
778 nm using the same femtosecond comb confirm the accepted uncertainties for these standards.
PACS numbers: 42.65.Re, 06.20. – f, 42.62.Eh

Optical frequencies are attractive for precision measurements in fundamental physics in comparison to microwave
counterparts since the linewidth limiting processes in both
domains are similar, but the optical carrier can be !5 3
104 higher in frequency. This large frequency increase enhances the Q of suitable resonances in the optical domain,
such that one has the capability to reach the 10215 stability
domain with only seconds of averaging. However, a longstanding obstacle to popularizing precision optical frequency standards as general laboratory tools is the
difficulty of generating highly stable yet widely tunable
optical oscillators and determining their absolute frequencies with respect to the cesium microwave standard.
Significant investment at national research facilities was
generally required to overcome the challenges associated
with the many intermediate oscillators required to bridge
the vast gap from the 9.193 GHz cesium frequency to the
optical domain [1–4].
In this Letter we report an enormous simplification in the
connection of the microwave and optical domains by using
a broadband (.300 THz) optical frequency comb generated with femtosecond (fs) laser technology and novel
optical fiber [5]. The octave-spanning comb permits us to
measure optical frequencies relative to the microwave standard when we phase-coherently bridge the gap between
the fundamental and its second harmonic. In doing so, we
demonstrate the possibility of an accurate frequency grid,
with an even 100 MHz spacing, that spans the entire nearinfrared and visible spectrum. Established optical frequency standards at 778 and 633 nm are measured in a
straightforward manner and their reproducibilities confirmed. These measurements open the field of direct phasecoherent microwave to optical frequency comparison using
a single optical frequency comb, and they illustrate a

simple technique for precision frequency synthesis over
the entire optical spectrum.
Recent experiments have shown that the frequencydomain mode comb of a fs laser is controllable and strictly
uniform, making it a valuable precision “frequency scale”
to measure across gaps of many tens of THz [6]. Indeed,
the pulses from a mode-locked fs laser are produced in a
periodic train; therefore, the broad spectrum of the laser is
composed of a vast array, or comb, of distinct frequency
modes spaced by the cavity repetition rate. Following the
concept of the frequency division technique introduced by
Telle et al. [7], a 44 THz femtosecond comb was incorporated into a chain to measure the 1s-2s transition in hydrogen [8]. In similar fashion, spectral broadening of the
output of a 10-fs laser in standard silica fiber permitted us
to measure the 104 THz gap between two cw stabilized
lasers at 778 and 1064 nm [9]. Moreover, the usable bandwidth in that experiment was more than 150 THz, such
that with a single bisector [7] one could expect to readily
connect optical and microwave frequencies. However, the
need for even the single divider stage has recently been obviated with the introduction of special air-silica microstructure optical fibers [5] which broaden the fs laser frequency
comb to span an entire optical octave. As diagramed in
Fig. 1(a), if a stable frequency comb can be made to span
the distance between an optical frequency ( f1064 in this
case) and its second harmonic, then the fundamental can
be expressed as an integer multiple of the comb spacing
D plus measured frequency offsets d1,2 . Once f1064 has
been determined in this fashion, any other frequency (e.g.,
f778 or f633 ) that falls within the bandwidth of the comb
can be measured with respect to f1064 in terms of D.
Our experiments employ a Kerr-lens mode-locked
Ti:sapphire laser spectrally centered near 800 nm with
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Using a new approach to measure the absolute frequency of light with a train of femtosecond laser pulses, we
have directly compared the vacuum ultraviolet frequency
of the 1S-2S interval of atomic hydrogen [1] at 2466 THz
(l ! 121.6 nm) with a 10 MHz reference frequency provided by a commercial atomic cesium clock. We reach
an accuracy of 1.5 parts in 1013 , surpassing the best previous measurement of the 1S-2S frequency [2], and also a
recent record breaking measurement of the Ca intercombination line [3] with a traditional harmonic laser frequency
chain [4], thus reestablishing the lead of the 1S-2S twophoton resonance as the most precisely measured optical
frequency in the ultraviolet and visible optical region. A
further improvement by an order of magnitude is expected
soon when the commercial cesium clock is replaced by a
more accurate transportable cesium fountain clock [5].
The hydrogen 1S-2S resonance with its natural
linewidth of only 1 Hz has long inspired advances in
high resolution laser spectroscopy and optical frequency
metrology, since it provides an important cornerstone
for tests of quantum electrodynamic theory (QED), for
measurements of fundamental constants, and even for
studies of hadronic structure [6]. In the future, it may
reveal possible slow changes of fundamental constants or,
with the antihydrogen experiments now under preparation
at CERN [7], conceivable differences between matter and
antimatter.
Recently, we have demonstrated that the femtosecond
pulse train of a Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser
can provide a wide comb of precisely equidistant mode
frequencies, which can serve as a ruler to measure large
optical frequency intervals with unprecedented precision
[8,9]. In these experiments, the pulse repetition rate and
thus the spacing of the teeth of the frequency comb are
electronically phase locked to the radio frequency of a cesium atomic clock which serves as the frequency standard.
Here we demonstrate, for the first time, a new type of
laser frequency chain which measures absolute optical frequencies with the help of a femtosecond pulse train. To this
end, the interval between two harmonic frequencies of a

laser oscillator is bridged with the new frequency ruler. We
also take advantage of the precise bisection of optical frequency gaps with an optical interval divider [10,11]. These
new tools will soon replace the large, delicate, complex,
and highly specialized harmonic laser frequency chains of
the past with compact, reliable, and versatile solid state
systems for the measurement and synthesis of optical frequencies. We have experimentally demonstrated a potential accuracy of a few parts in 1018 [12] for this new type
of laser “clockwork,” which is likely to play an important
role in future generations of atomic clocks that can now be
based on sharp optical resonances in atoms [2], ions [13],
or molecules.
The reciprocal relationship between time and frequency
implies that a single short pulse has a broad spectral bandwidth. A pulse circulating inside the cavity of a modelocked laser, however, can be described as a superposition
of discrete, well-defined laser modes. The resonator provides a long-term phase memory, so that successive emitted pulses have a high degree of mutual phase coherence.
The use of such periodic laser pulse trains for the measurement of optical frequency intervals and for high resolution
“Ramsey-type” spectroscopy via multiple coherent interactions had been demonstrated in elementary form more than
20 years ago [14]. Similar ideas have also been discussed
by Chebotaev [15]. However, phase coherent absolute frequency measurements, as demonstrated here, would not be
possible without the more recent dramatic advances in the
technology of ultrafast solid state lasers.
Naively, for a laser cavity with dispersive optical elements, one would expect the mode frequencies to be not
precisely equally spaced. As a result, a short pulse circulating inside the cavity would tend to spread and change
its shape with time. The Kerr lens produced by the circulating light pulse in a nonlinear optical medium via the
intensity dependent refractive index counteracts this tendency by periodically modulating the cavity losses. Each
mode is, in fact, injection locked by modulation sidebands of the other modes, and will oscillate in precise lock
step, as long as the cavity dispersion is sufficiently well
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femtosecond laser is used as a precise ruler to measure a large frequency gap between two different multiples (harmonics or subharmonics) of a laser frequency. In this way, we have determined a new value
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comb of a femtosecond laser to span the optical octave from 1064 to 532 nm, enabling us to measure the
282 THz frequency of an iodine-stabilized Nd:YAG laser directly in terms of the microwave frequency
that controls the comb spacing. Additional measurements of established optical frequencies at 633 and
778 nm using the same femtosecond comb confirm the accepted uncertainties for these standards.
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Using a new approach to measure the absolute frequency of light with a train of femtosecond laser pulses, we
have directly compared the vacuum ultraviolet frequency
of the 1S-2S interval of atomic hydrogen [1] at 2466 THz
(l ! 121.6 nm) with a 10 MHz reference frequency provided by a commercial atomic cesium clock. We reach
an accuracy of 1.5 parts in 1013 , surpassing the best previous measurement of the 1S-2S frequency [2], and also a
recent record breaking measurement of the Ca intercombination line [3] with a traditional harmonic laser frequency
chain [4], thus reestablishing the lead of the 1S-2S twophoton resonance as the most precisely measured optical
frequency in the ultraviolet and visible optical region. A
further improvement by an order of magnitude is expected
soon when the commercial cesium clock is replaced by a
more accurate transportable cesium fountain clock [5].
The hydrogen 1S-2S resonance with its natural
linewidth of only 1 Hz has long inspired advances in
high resolution laser spectroscopy and optical frequency
metrology, since it provides an important cornerstone
for tests of quantum electrodynamic theory (QED), for
measurements of fundamental constants, and even for
studies of hadronic structure [6]. In the future, it may
reveal possible slow changes of fundamental constants or,
with the antihydrogen experiments now under preparation
at CERN [7], conceivable differences between matter and
antimatter.
Recently, we have demonstrated that the femtosecond
pulse train of a Kerr-lens mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser
can provide a wide comb of precisely equidistant mode
frequencies, which can serve as a ruler to measure large
optical frequency intervals with unprecedented precision
[8,9]. In these experiments, the pulse repetition rate and
thus the spacing of the teeth of the frequency comb are
electronically phase locked to the radio frequency of a cesium atomic clock which serves as the frequency standard.
Here we demonstrate, for the first time, a new type of
laser frequency chain which measures absolute optical frequencies with the help of a femtosecond pulse train. To this
end, the interval between two harmonic frequencies of a

laser oscillator is bridged with the new frequency ruler. We
also take advantage of the precise bisection of optical frequency gaps with an optical interval divider [10,11]. These
new tools will soon replace the large, delicate, complex,
and highly specialized harmonic laser frequency chains of
the past with compact, reliable, and versatile solid state
systems for the measurement and synthesis of optical frequencies. We have experimentally demonstrated a potential accuracy of a few parts in 1018 [12] for this new type
of laser “clockwork,” which is likely to play an important
role in future generations of atomic clocks that can now be
based on sharp optical resonances in atoms [2], ions [13],
or molecules.
The reciprocal relationship between time and frequency
implies that a single short pulse has a broad spectral bandwidth. A pulse circulating inside the cavity of a modelocked laser, however, can be described as a superposition
of discrete, well-defined laser modes. The resonator provides a long-term phase memory, so that successive emitted pulses have a high degree of mutual phase coherence.
The use of such periodic laser pulse trains for the measurement of optical frequency intervals and for high resolution
“Ramsey-type” spectroscopy via multiple coherent interactions had been demonstrated in elementary form more than
20 years ago [14]. Similar ideas have also been discussed
by Chebotaev [15]. However, phase coherent absolute frequency measurements, as demonstrated here, would not be
possible without the more recent dramatic advances in the
technology of ultrafast solid state lasers.
Naively, for a laser cavity with dispersive optical elements, one would expect the mode frequencies to be not
precisely equally spaced. As a result, a short pulse circulating inside the cavity would tend to spread and change
its shape with time. The Kerr lens produced by the circulating light pulse in a nonlinear optical medium via the
intensity dependent refractive index counteracts this tendency by periodically modulating the cavity losses. Each
mode is, in fact, injection locked by modulation sidebands of the other modes, and will oscillate in precise lock
step, as long as the cavity dispersion is sufficiently well
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Optical frequencies are attractive for precision measurements in fundamental physics in comparison to microwave
counterparts since the linewidth limiting processes in both
domains are similar, but the optical carrier can be !5 3
104 higher in frequency. This large frequency increase enhances the Q of suitable resonances in the optical domain,
such that one has the capability to reach the 10215 stability
domain with only seconds of averaging. However, a longstanding obstacle to popularizing precision optical frequency standards as general laboratory tools is the
difficulty of generating highly stable yet widely tunable
optical oscillators and determining their absolute frequencies with respect to the cesium microwave standard.
Significant investment at national research facilities was
generally required to overcome the challenges associated
with the many intermediate oscillators required to bridge
the vast gap from the 9.193 GHz cesium frequency to the
optical domain [1–4].
In this Letter we report an enormous simplification in the
connection of the microwave and optical domains by using
a broadband (.300 THz) optical frequency comb generated with femtosecond (fs) laser technology and novel
optical fiber [5]. The octave-spanning comb permits us to
measure optical frequencies relative to the microwave standard when we phase-coherently bridge the gap between
the fundamental and its second harmonic. In doing so, we
demonstrate the possibility of an accurate frequency grid,
with an even 100 MHz spacing, that spans the entire nearinfrared and visible spectrum. Established optical frequency standards at 778 and 633 nm are measured in a
straightforward manner and their reproducibilities confirmed. These measurements open the field of direct phasecoherent microwave to optical frequency comparison using
a single optical frequency comb, and they illustrate a
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simple technique for precision frequency synthesis over
the entire optical spectrum.
Recent experiments have shown that the frequencydomain mode comb of a fs laser is controllable and strictly
uniform, making it a valuable precision “frequency scale”
to measure across gaps of many tens of THz [6]. Indeed,
the pulses from a mode-locked fs laser are produced in a
periodic train; therefore, the broad spectrum of the laser is
composed of a vast array, or comb, of distinct frequency
modes spaced by the cavity repetition rate. Following the
concept of the frequency division technique introduced by
Telle et al. [7], a 44 THz femtosecond comb was incorporated into a chain to measure the 1s-2s transition in hydrogen [8]. In similar fashion, spectral broadening of the
output of a 10-fs laser in standard silica fiber permitted us
to measure the 104 THz gap between two cw stabilized
lasers at 778 and 1064 nm [9]. Moreover, the usable bandwidth in that experiment was more than 150 THz, such
that with a single bisector [7] one could expect to readily
connect optical and microwave frequencies. However, the
need for even the single divider stage has recently been obviated with the introduction of special air-silica microstructure optical fibers [5] which broaden the fs laser frequency
comb to span an entire optical octave. As diagramed in
Fig. 1(a), if a stable frequency comb can be made to span
the distance between an optical frequency ( f1064 in this
case) and its second harmonic, then the fundamental can
be expressed as an integer multiple of the comb spacing
D plus measured frequency offsets d1,2 . Once f1064 has
been determined in this fashion, any other frequency (e.g.,
f778 or f633 ) that falls within the bandwidth of the comb
can be measured with respect to f1064 in terms of D.
Our experiments employ a Kerr-lens mode-locked
Ti:sapphire laser spectrally centered near 800 nm with
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the worldwide geographical distribution of producer (red) and
consumer (blue) urban areas for the 1990 and 2009. Interestingly,
during the 90s the production of Physics knowledge was highly localized in a few cities in the eastern and western coasts of the USA and
in a few areas of Great Britain and Northern Europe. In 2009 the
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raw number of papers. Citations are a more appr
encodes the value of the products. They serve as an
the actual flow of knowledge. The Figure 2-A also
cities in China are playing the role of major consu
and 2009. We also observe that cities in other co
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tributions of scientific producers and consumers of Physics. The geospatial distribution of scientific produce

Network Evolution
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Figure 3 | Networks structure. The network structures of city-to-city citation networks. (A) The backbones (a 5 0.1) of the citation networks at the city
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level within the United States in 1960, 1990, 2009 (from the left to right). (B) The backbones (a 5 1, 0.1, 0.1 from
left to right) of the citation networks at
the city level within the European Union 27 countries as well as Switzerland and Norway in 1960, 1990, 2009 (from the left to right). In (A) and (B), the

City Ranking Over Time
www.nature.com/scientificreports

Figure 5 | Top 20 ranked cities as a function of time. The plot summarizes Top 20 ranked cities in 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005 and 2009 (from left to right),
and relations between the rankings in different years. The grey lines are used when the rank of that city drops out of Top 20.

as they are not cited. We believe that the present algorithm may be
considered as an appropriate way to rank scientific production taking
properly into account the impact of papers as measured by citations.
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Discussion

PageRank33, allows us to evaluate the importance of cities explicitly
considering the complex nature of citation patterns. In our analysis
we considered just scientific publications contained in the APS
journals31. We do not have information on citations received or
www.bgoncalves.com
assigned to papers outside this
dataset. These limitations certainly

